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The Tourism & Transport Forum (TTF) is a national, member-funded CEO forum,
advocating the public policy interests of 200 leading corporations and
institutions in the Australian tourism, transport, and aviation sectors. We
deliver a wide range of opportunities for your firm to build business, influence
policy and affirm itself as an industry leader.
TTF uses its experience and networks to influence public policy outcomes and
business practices, and to assist the delivery of major tourism, aviation and
transport-related infrastructure projects. Our members’ interests include
tourism, accommodation, major events, aviation, land and maritime transport,
investment, property development, finance, retail, hospitality and education.

Background

THE CONTRIBUTION OF SYDNEY’S VISITOR ECONOMY
With a population of 4.3 million, forecast to grow to 5.6 million in the coming two decades1, and its
economic activity constituting almost 20 per cent of Australia’s GDP,2 Sydney is Australia’s pre-eminent
global city. The City of Sydney (the City) itself contains the core of global Sydney – the centre of political,
economic, cultural and tourism activity - and its economic success is crucial to the future prosperity of
Greater Sydney, New South Wales and Australia.
The City of Sydney’s draft Economic Development Strategy highlights three key measures of success for the
City’s economic future – globally competitive, dynamic and resilient, and a growth economy. To ensure
these outcomes are achieved, the City has proposed the following strategic priorities:
- Strengthen Sydney’s competitiveness;
- Improve productivity and capacity; and
- Promote opportunities.
Each of these strategic priorities requires the City of Sydney to be clear about its competitive position in the
global economy and critical to maintaining this position will be strong international links through trade,
knowledge exchange, migration, and tourism. The last thirty years have seen significant changes in
Australia’s economic structure, with deregulation of financial and product markets, the lowering of barriers
to trade and travel, and technological innovation in telecommunications and transport. Businesses,
residents and workers in the City of Sydney has been the beneficiary of this economic transformation as
new opportunities have underpinned the growth of its core industries of financial and professional services,
digital and creative industries, and higher education.
Equally, these broad economic changes have also driven rapid growth in visitation to Sydney and the
overall visitor economy since the early 1980s. The number of international visitors to Sydney has grown
from 609,000 in 19853 to 2.7 million in 20124, while passenger movements at Sydney Airport have almost
quadrupled over the same period, rising from 9.5 million in 1985-86 to 37.6 million in 2012-13.5
The common perception is that tourism is only leisure travel – people on holidays or visiting friends and
family. However, the City of Sydney’s visitor economy has a number of significant competitive advantages
– unique natural beauty and attractions, its role as Australia’s financial centre, a diverse and multicultural
society, major sporting events and cultural festivals and an iconic city brand. As a result, people travel to
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Sydney for a variety of different reasons including education, employment, health, business, conferences,
conventions and exhibitions, working holidays, and more.
The visitor economy is a critical part of Sydney’s economy, providing employment for 86,000 people. In
2012, visitors spent a total of $12.9 billion in Sydney over the course of 30.8 million trips and 78.9 million
visitor nights.6 Sydney is Australia’s primary gateway, receiving 2.6 million international visitors in 2012-13
– 42 per cent of all inbound arrivals.7
The tourism sector facilitates and supports domestic and international travel that is important to
maintaining Sydney’s position as a financial and services hub, as a leading centre for higher education and
research in Asia, and as a destination for major cultural and sporting events. In turn, these activities are key
drivers of travel to Sydney.
Although Sydney remains Australia’s premier tourism region by inbound visitation, with 47 per cent of the
inbound market, this share has declined over time, down ten points from 57 per cent in 2000 (see Figure 1)
– with Sydney losing visitors to competitors such as Melbourne. This is reflected in the city’s average
inbound visitation growth rate of 0.3% per annum over the dozen years since 2000, lagging average
national growth of 1.9% annually.

Figure 1 Sydney’s share of international visitors

Source: International Visitor Surveys
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Key priorities for The City of Sydney
The task for the City of Sydney, in partnership with other levels of government and agencies, is to play a
strategic role in developing infrastructure to support the visitor economy, assist businesses and
communities to adapt to the growing importance of Asia, collaborate with other agencies on destination
marketing and city branding, build the reputation of Sydney as a major events and festivals destination, and
maximise the economic opportunities arising from business events.
TTF supports the direction being presented by the City through the Economic Development Strategy (EDS),
however there are a number of key themes that could be better captured in the EDS and accompanying
action plans, including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Improving alignment with government and agencies
Capitalising on the growing importance of Asia
Growing business events and Sydney’s visitor economy
Managing visitor transport
Managing visitor navigation
Building on Sydney’s cultural capital
Enhancing major events and festivals
Enhancing Sydney’s retail experience
Coordinating strategy implementation
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1. IMPROVING ALIGNMENT WITH GOVERNMENT AND AGENCIES
The City’s draft Economic Development Strategy specifically recognises that there are domains of control,
influence and concern for the City’s activities that impact Sydney’s economy. This is particularly important
in the case of the visitor economy, where there are important roles to be played by all levels of government
in maintaining Australia’s and Sydney’s competitiveness. This includes state-level policies relating to
planning and transport, among others, and customs and immigration policy at a federal level.
The City should also build and maintain strong tourism partnerships with agencies such as Destination NSW
(DNSW), Business Events Sydney (BE Sydney) and Tourism Australia (TA).
RECOMMENDATION
 Given the importance of international tourism to Sydney’s visitor economy, the City of Sydney should
consider decisions by the federal and state governments as being within their area of concern.

2. CAPITALISING ON THE GROWING IMPORTANCE OF ASIA
Australia’s location in the Asia-Pacific presents Sydney with an unparalleled opportunity to benefit from the
structural shift occurring in the global economy. The burgeoning middle class in Asia will continue to
provide potential visitors and their increasing buying power makes them a key market for Australian goods
and services, including education, health, food and wine, and technology.
Sydney has experienced extraordinary growth in leisure visitors from China and strong growth from other
Asian markets, including Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore. Closer business links between globally
connected firms in Sydney and those in major Asian cities will mean more frequent business travel.
Sydney’s universities and educational institutions will continue to attract students from throughout Asia
and are developing research links with Asian institutions as higher education and research expands
throughout our region.
RECOMMENDATION

 The City of Sydney’s Economic Development Strategy and the accompanying action plans should more
clearly identify the extent to which Sydney’s future prosperity is dependent on its role as an economic
centre in the broader South East Asian regional economy.
a. Capacity building for the Asian century
In partnership with the NSW Government and other partners, the City of Sydney has an important role
to play in assisting local businesses and communities to maximise the benefits from growing visitation
from Asia. The City of Sydney’s China Connect program has been valuable for local businesses and
employees and should represent the first step in building local Asia-ready capacity. The City should
seek opportunities to extend the program into new areas and for other source markets from Asia.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Tourism Action Plan:
 Seek opportunities to partner with DNSW and Sydney’s major festivals to develop Asia ready/marketing
strategies;
 Explore opportunities for the visitor economy arising from Sydney’s diverse cultural heritage; and
 Building on the success of the China Connect program, consider the development of specific programs for
other countries such as India.
Retail Action Plan:
 Support improvements to the Tourist Refund Scheme (TRS) to raise the standard of the international visitors’
retail experience, discussed further on page 14.

3. GROWING BUSINESS EVENTS AND SYDNEY’S VISITOR ECONOMY
In coming years, growth in Sydney’s core sectors – finance and professional services, creative and digital
industries, and higher education – will help to fuel Sydney’s economic growth. These industries will benefit
from greater global connectivity through increased business travel. Higher education institutions within the
City of Sydney have been recognised as integral to the growth of Sydney’s knowledge economy and
connections through major international conferences will help to drive knowledge exchange and
innovation.
International and domestic business travel, either for business events or general corporate travel, enables
significant knowledge exchange, partnership development and sales opportunities. Research undertaken
for the World Travel and Tourism Council found that global business travel and meeting with partners is
essential to building relationships that enable expansion or investment into new markets and supply chain
management.8
NSW has been missing out on more than 3,000 full-time equivalent jobs because of a lack of appropriate
convention and exhibition space. The revitalisation of Darling Harbour and the development of the new
International Convention Centre Sydney will give Sydney the biggest exhibition space, the biggest meeting
space, and the biggest plenary space in the most advanced facility in the country, allowing Sydney to bid for
and host multiple major business and entertainment events simultaneously.

RECOMMENDATION
Economic Development Strategy:
 The Economic Development Strategy should recognise the development of the International Convention
Centre Sydney (ICC Sydney) as transformative infrastructure that will improve productivity and economic
capacity, and prioritise partnerships with the NSW Government, Business Events Sydney, higher education
institutions, and the private sector to maximise the opportunities from the development.

Hosting business events is vital to developing Sydney’s comparative advantage in its key industry sectors.
However, Sydney’s longstanding leading role in hosting international medical, scientific, mining, and
financial conferences is under assault from aggressive marketing campaigns by competing destinations.
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According to the most recent International Congress and Convention Association (ICCA) report, Sydney
remains the number one city in Australia for conferences and congresses, ranking at 24th globally and 6th
in Asia Pacific. In recent years, however, Sydney has faced considerable competition from other Australian
destinations as well as competing against Hong Kong and Singapore.9 Since becoming a major strategic
partner of the Melbourne Convention Bureau in 2009, the City of Melbourne has provided funding of over
$1 million annually to attract business events to Melbourne.10
RECOMMENDATIONS
Tourism Action Plan
 Continue to build partnerships and funding with Business Events Sydney, universities and private sector,
especially in the core industry sectors of finances and professional services, digital and creative industries,
and higher education. In particular, the City should explore opportunities to invest in the business events
sector to maximise the opportunities for Sydney following the completion of the ICC Sydney.
 The City’s proposed action items to support business events under Destination Development should be
brought together as a single area of focus, and separated from major events and festivals

4. MANAGING VISITOR TRANSPORT
Regular, safe and fast public transport systems are a key feature of the world’s most popular cities for
visitors. Enabling visitors to travel easily within a city and its surrounds will deliver a more varied and
interesting experience. It also has the added benefit of increasing yield from visitors who have more time
to visit attractions, retail outlets and restaurants rather than spending time commuting. Key transport
issues facing visitors to Sydney include the George Street Light rail, helicopter access, buses to key visitor
precincts, taxi ranks, and improved customer information services.
a. Light rail

The CBD and South East Light Rail will improve the connectivity of the CBD in an unprecedented manner
both in terms of service performance and quality of customer experience. To ensure the benefits of the
light rail can be fully realised, services should operate 24 hours on Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays to
ensure visitors can travel quickly, easily and safely at all times. This will also support the City of Sydney’s
objectives outlined in the OPEN Sydney Strategy and Action Plan 2013-2030.
TTF acknowledges that in the short term, continuation of the line to the Walsh Bay and Barangaroo
precincts is not planned. However, as these key visitor and cultural precincts grow, further consideration
should be given to the viability of extending the line. To ensure the precincts remain active and lively
places for both visitors and locals, easy transport access will be required.
RECOMMENDATION
 Work with state government and other partners to ensure that the benefits of the CBD and South East Light
Rail are fully realised including operating 24 hours on Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
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 As the Walsh Bay and Barangaroo precincts continue grow, consider an extension of the light rail network to
these areas.

b. Heliport
A key feature of a number of major cities around the world is helicopter access to the central business
district. Sydney does not currently have this option and as a consequence are lagging behind global
standards. For New South Wales to reach its goal, as outlined in the Visitor Economy Taskforce report, of
doubling overnight expenditure by 2020, opportunities to attract high-yielding visitors must be explored.
TTF recommends the City work with the state and federal governments to review regulatory impediments
for the construction of a fixed heliport in Sydney which would have easy access to the CBD and road
network.
RECOMMENDATION
Tourism Action Plan:
 TTF recommends the City work with the state and federal governments to review regulatory impediments
and identify a site for the construction of a fixed heliport in the Sydney CBD precinct within the next 5 years.

c. Buses
The Walsh Bay/Barangaroo precinct is a rapidly growing cultural hub however its isolation due to lack of
transport has made it hard for visitors to access. While TTF acknowledges that a light rail extension
servicing this area is not planned in the short term, it is therefore important to consider revision of bus
routes to better service this emerging visitor precinct. This should be done as part of the NSW
Government’s broader revision of metropolitan bus routing.

RECOMMENDATION
 Advocate to the state government to ensure a bus service for the Walsh Bay cultural precinct and
Barangaroo is included in NSW Government’s broader revision of metropolitan bus routing.
d. Taxi ranks
Taxis are a popular choice of transport for visitors and it is important to provide taxi ranks in key visitor
precincts to facilitate the safe dispersal of people. TTF commends the City and NSW Government for their
action to add new and expanded taxi zones around the city centre as outlined in the NSW Government’s
Sydney City Centre Access Strategy.
In particular, TTF would like to see the proposed 10-bay taxi rank along the western kerb lane of Macquarie
Street, south of the Sydney Opera House constructed. Circular Quay East is a key visitor precinct in Sydney
attracting visitors for performances, dining, and leisure activities. Visitors wanting to leave the precinct
face unnecessary delays and taxi drivers are being fined for picking up patrons in this vicinity.
RECOMMENDATIONS
 The City should continue working with the NSW government in the implementation of the new and expanded
taxi zones around the city centre as outlined in the Sydney Centre Access Strategy implementation.
 Ensure that there are taxi ranks at key tourism sites, including Centennial Parklands and construction of the
proposed 10-bay taxi rank along the western kerb lane of Macquarie Street south of the Sydney Opera House.
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e. Integrated ticketing
Aligned with the roll-out of the Opal card, Sydney should, at minimum, have a dedicated Opal visitor pack
to encourage visitor use of the card and improve the visitor transport experience. Melbourne’s myki card is
a good example of tailoring the transport product to suit visitors while causing minimal interruptions to
normal procedures. The myki visitor pack includes the myki transport card which is preloaded with $8, a
map of the city’s tram system, instructions on how to use the trams, and discount vouchers for popular
tourist attractions in Melbourne. TTF recommends a similar product be developed with the roll-out of the
Opal card. Long-term plans for a more sophisticated system of integrated ticketing should also be
considered. A more sophisticated product would allow visitors to access both attractions and transport on
the one card, similar to the London Pass product.
RECOMMENDATION

 Work with the NSW Government to develop an integrated ticketing product for visitors alongside the
roll-out of the Opal card.

5. MANAGING VISITOR NAVIGATION
a. Wayfinding in Sydney
TTF commends the City on the progress of its Legible Sydney wayfinding strategy. An improved system of
wayfinding will enhance the visitor experience in Sydney and help to meet the objectives of the City of
Sydney’s Sustainable Sydney 2030 strategy.
TTF has provided comment on the City’s Legible Sydney Wayfinding Strategy however would like to
highlight the critical need for the wayfinding system to be legible to those visitors who do not speak the
local language. As a global city, Sydney attracts a large number of international visitors – 59 per cent of
visitors in Sydney’s top 20 international source markets come from non-English speaking countries.11
TTF commends the City for the use of visual cues to assist international visitors, such as the detailed and
overview maps, the 3D drawings of key landmarks and the 5- and 15-minute walking circles. Key features
of Transport for London’s ‘Legible London’ project which could be incorporated into the strategy include
the use of larger maps and ‘heads-up’ mapping. Rather than having north at the top, 'heads-up' mapping
orientates on-street signage to face the same way the user is facing. This helps people understand their
immediate environment more easily.
TTF commends the City on its current work with DNSW to develop digital-based visitor information that
facilitates wayfinding. TTF recommends that any digital applications have language options, especially for
Sydney’s top three non-English speaking markets of China, Japan and Korea. Consideration also needs to be
given to Wi-Fi provision around the signs to facilitate successful integration with digital applications.
RECOMMENDATIONS
 Incorporate 'heads-up' mapping into their signage to increase the map’s legibility.
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 Prioritise Sydney’s top three non-English speaking markets of China, Japan and Korea for the development of
digital wayfinding applications.
 Give consideration to Wi-Fi provisions in Sydney to facilitate successful integration with digital applications.

b. Connecting pedestrian precincts
TTF supports the City’s objective, as outlined in the Sustainable Sydney 2030 strategy, to create clear
connections for pedestrians in Sydney city. Tourists are common users of pedestrian infrastructure, often
preferring to walk when there are clear and accessible connections between precincts. Current lack of
clarity prevents visitors from exploring the diversity of Sydney’s unique villages. TTF recommends the City
consider options for pedestrian infrastructure to improve connectivity and visitor dispersal in the City’s key
visitor precincts.
RECOMMENDATION
Tourism Action Plan and Economic Development Strategy:
 Consider options to improve pedestrian infrastructure creating connections between key visitor precincts.

c. Visitor information services
On-the-ground visitor information services are critical to delivering authentic and memorable travel
experiences for visitors. Despite living in an age of social media and smart phones, visitors still want to talk
to locals to understand the best things to do in a destination. TTF commends the City for its commitment
to improve visitor centres and kiosks, and the roving ambassador program.
Further consideration could be given to bringing visitor centres in Sydney in line with worlds’ best practice,
such as the Melbourne Visitor Centre (MVC). While Sydney’s services are adequate, they could be further
improved by offering more volunteers for personalised service, greater language options, a larger selection
of regional destinations and moving the centre to a more prominent visitor location such as Circular Quay.
In the long term, TTF recommends utilising the retail space under the train station to create a large flagship
information centre. This would increase centre visitation numbers, improve the visitor experience, and
assist in improving the look and feel of the Circular Quay precinct. In the medium term, TTF recommends
establishing a visitor centre in Customs House. As the historical first port of call for visitors to Sydney, it
would be a fitting location and easier to find than the current facilities.
In addition to the establishment of a flagship centre, TTF recommends the City consider options to develop
a coordinated network of smaller visitor centres around Sydney. Many operators, such as the Royal Botanic
Gardens and Centennial Parklands, have existing visitor centre facilities on site. Connecting these to the
existing network of kiosks and the roving ambassador program would deliver a more consistent information
service to visitors.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Tourism Action Plan:
 Work with DNSW and SHFA to improve the current services available especially developing a network of
visitor information centres.
 Create an iconic flagship visitor information centre at Circular Quay.
 TTF recommends the City consider options to develop a coordinated network of smaller visitor centres
around Sydney.
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Case Study - Melbourne Visitor Centre at Federation Square
The iconic Melbourne Visitor Centre (MVC) at Federation Square is a world’s best example of a centre
which has invested in its staff and facilities to create an interactive and engaging method of delivering
information to tourists.
The main purpose of a visitor centre is to provide information to:
- improve the quality of the visitor experience during their stay;
- encourage multiple activities to increase visitor yield; and
- encourage dispersal to regional areas.
Not unlike other visitor centres, the MVC offers free brochures, maps, event listings, public transport
information, quality souvenirs, and an accommodation and tour booking service. Aspects which
differentiate it include its prominent location, unique design, large floor space and large group of volunteer
personnel.
The MVC is located underground in the central visitor precinct at Federation Square, directly opposite
Flinders Street Station and St Paul’s Cathedral. Its new signage and wayfinding approach, which includes
incorporating wrapped signage around the façade, has given the MVC ownership of the building and
increased visitation by 40 per cent in the initial two months after signage was installed. The façade of the
building is also used to advertise current major events and incorporating major event promotions has
created new revenue streams for the MVC.
The benefit of a large volunteer group is being able to offer visitors personalised information about the city
such as hidden attractions and restaurants, which may not be promoted through brochures and online
content. Local volunteers can also provide up to date information on major and small-scale events. The
MVC offers extensive multilingual services to cater for international visitors, who make up 39 per cent of
traffic through the facility.
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6. BUILDING ON SYDNEY’S CULTURAL CAPITAL
a. Major events and festivals
Events drive consumers’ decision to travel, giving visitors a timeframe in which they must act or miss out.
While many destinations around the world are highly aspirational, if there is no sense of urgency or need to
act, they will remain an aspiration and not be converted into a trip. Major sporting and cultural events
drive demand attracting visitors who also spend money on transport, restaurants and retail during their
stay.
Sydney is fortunate to have a strong calendar of cultural, sporting and major events supported by the NSW
government and the City, including Kaldor Art Projects, the Biennale of Sydney, Sydney Mardi Gras and
Chinese New Year. In recognition of the economic value of these events, they must continue to be
supported. TTF commends the City for its objective to partner with event organisers to leverage the value
of major events in Sydney.

RECOMMENDATION
 Continue to support major events in recognition of the contribution they provide to the local economy.
 Recognise and support the commercial, cultural and tourism return generated for Sydney through events
held at state managed venues such as the Royal Botanic Gardens, The Domain, Centennial Parklands,
Barangaroo, The Rocks and Darling Harbour.

b. Aboriginal Knowledge and Cultural Centre
Most Sydneysiders and visitors have little opportunity to engage or increase their understanding of our
city’s indigenous heritage. While some quality indigenous tourism experiences are available, such as the
Royal Botanical Garden’s Aboriginal heritage tours and the Australian Museum’s indigenous collection,
there is still large and unmet demand for authentic indigenous experiences.
TTF commends the City on the Eora Journey project, particularly the Aboriginal Knowledge and Cultural
Centre proposed for Barangaroo. The tourism industry supports the concept of a cultural interpretive
centre at Barangaroo that would provide opportunities for locals and visitors to develop their
understanding of modern and historic indigenous Australian culture, and a place to share stories and
collections of indigenous art with a wider audience.
RECOMMENDATION

Tourism Action Plan:
 Support the establishment of a dedicated cultural centre at Barangaroo to foster greater engagement,
understanding and interpretation of Australian culture and heritage.

c. Sydney’s global cultural brand
The World Cities Culture Report 2012, which identified Sydney as one of nine great cultural cities, stated
culture gives a city its ‘distinct appeal’. Culture is a key factor in attracting visitors to a destination, not just
temporary leisure travellers but business travellers and skilled workers12. An opportunity exists to brand
12
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Sydney as a creative and innovative city through cultural institutions, and in particular, their international
touring programs. Iconic Sydney-based performing arts companies, and collecting institutions, such as the
Sydney Theatre Company, are met with critical acclaim when they tour internationally. Sydney Theatre
Company’s production of Uncle Vanya, with Cate Blanchett and Richard Roxburgh, which toured to New
York City, was very well received by both critics and audiences and featured in the 2012 Lincoln Centre
Festival.
International touring can provide significant economic benefits to a destination through an increased
profile as well as the relationships developed with presenting partners and the global cultural network.
Engaging in this network helps to build pathways for promoting Sydney’s cultural and creative sector on the
world stage. International audiences gain an increased understanding of the diversity and quality of the
city’s creative sector.
RECOMMENDATION

Tourism Action Plan and Economic Development Strategy:
 Partner with iconic Sydney-based cultural institutions to leverage the branding value of their international
touring programs to create global cultural networks.

7. ENHANCING SYDNEY’S RETAIL EXPERIENCE
A destination’s retail offering forms a significant component of the visitor experience, resulting in additional
expenditure on ancillary services such as food, accommodation or patronage at complementary attractions
like museums or galleries. In 2010-11, international and domestic overnight visitors spent a total of $7.1
billion on retail purchases while in Australia, accounting for more than one tenth of all overnight visitor
expenditure.
a. Flexible trading hours
A core characteristic of global destinations is their ability to provide experiences to visitors throughout the
day, including after dark. Dubai, Singapore and Hong Kong are notable global 24-hour destinations. Sydney
needs to offer more retail, commercial and dining options outside traditional office hours, to better meet
the needs and expectations of international visitors.
Supporting night-time retail and entertainment activities has the potential to create vibrant night-time
precincts, encouraging a diverse mix of visitors to the city and extended stays in the CBD. Associated
marketing promotion in conjunction with retail and industry partners will be necessary to begin the culture
shift of extended trading.
RECOMMENDATION
Retail Action Plan
 Work with retailers to extend trading hours to provide shopping experiences into the evening. Efforts should
be concentrated on high-traffic areas including Town Hall, Circular Quay, The Rocks and George Street.

b. Tourist Refund Scheme
Sydney’s extensive retail offering is a key attraction for international visitors, particularly those from the
growing Asian visitor markets. To increase competitiveness in this area, Australia needs to reform its
Tourist Refund Scheme (TRS). The TRS is the scheme under which departing travellers may be entitled to
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refunds of Goods and Services Tax (GST) and Wine Equalisation Tax (WET) included in the price of goods
purchased in Australia and taken out of Australia on departure.
TTF, in partnership with the Australian Federation of Travel Agents (AFTA), plays a leading role on the
Tourism Shopping Reform Group (TSRG). The TSRG believes opening up the TRS to competition between
private refund providers would deliver even greater benefits. This is the model adopted very successfully
by rival destinations in our region, such as Singapore, and used in more than 40 countries worldwide.
The administrative costs of Australia’s TRS are currently funded by state and territory taxpayers under the
GST agreement. In other countries, the scheme operates on a user-pays basis. The NSW Government has
supported the recommendation of the Visitor Economy Taskforce Report to ‘Call upon the Commonwealth
Government to reform Australia’s GST Tourist Refund Scheme (TRS) to allow competition by private refund
operators.’13 TTF recommends the City add its support to the privatisation of TRS administration. This will
deliver benefits to visitors, retailers, duty free operators and the broader Sydney visitor economy.
RECOMMENDATION
 Encourage the federal government to commit to allowing private operators to provide TRS refunds in an open
and competitive market.

8. STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION
While the projects identified in each Action Plan are intended to be high level, the City has identified few
“Next” or “Later” projects or programs in the Tourism Action Plan, suggesting that more work remains to be
done in integrating visitor economy priorities into the City’s overall strategy. At the same time, there is a
high level of specificity about projects the City is currently undertaking. Given the dynamic business
environment and the partnership approach required for the visitor economy, it would be beneficial to
establish a Tourism Advisory Panel to advise the City on the implementation of the Action Plan.
The current set of measures used to assess the success of the Tourism Action Plan focus too narrowly on
the accommodation sector. There are a range of measures capturing visitation, source markets, passenger
arrivals (aviation and cruise) and economic impact that should be considered for measurement.
RECOMMENDATION
Tourism Action Plan:
 Establish a Tourism Advisory Panel to assist in identifying future projects and priorities; and
 Include performance measures in the Tourism Action Plan such as general visitation numbers, visitation by
source market, performance of major festivals and passenger arrivals.

13
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